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Dear Inspectorate,
EA1N AND EA2 PROJECTS – OBJECTION TO EXTENSION OF THE EXAMINATIONS
Earlier this week I had the privilege to take the circular walk that starts at The Church of St Mary's
Friston that happens to go around the fields that SPR proposes to locate their and National Grid’s substations. Along the way I met 3 other walkers, all local to Friston. The level of despair at the thought
of these fields being turned into an industrial development was palatable. Before a single bulldozer
has arrived, these proposals are literally causing the kind of distress that are making people ill. It is a
travesty.
Over the past three years Suffolk Energy Action Solutions (SEAS), Substation Action Save East
Suffolk (SASES), Save Our Sandlings (SOS), Aldeburgh Society and the Friston Parochial Church
Council have devoted themselves in understanding and challenging SPR’s proposal. Over the course
of the open hearings they have shown and exposed the shortcomings of SPR’s submission. They have
gone on to identify other projects that could also have a bearing on what might be in store for this area,
projects that SPR believes it can not take into account when discussing the cumulative impact to this
area.
Now you want an extension of time. Is this extension so that you can properly scrutinise SPR’s
proposals taking into account the extensive documentation that SEAS, SASES, SOS, etc have provided
you with (demonstrating the flaws of SPR’s proposals) or is it so that SPR has a chance to re-do it’s
homework now that its original submissions have been shown to be lacking. Will you be asking the
community to again have to review and challenge these submissions? Is it fair that ordinary people
should further sacrifice their time, energy and money to undertake such a mammoth task, again?
The hearings have confirmed that the on shore proposals are not viable and that the harms caused will
out weigh any benifit. Please reject the on shore proposals for EA1N & EA2. SPR and National Grid
have made a fundamental mistake in choosing this part of the coast and need to stop wasting
everyone's time and find a suitable industrial or brown field site for their development. The current
proposal need not take up any more of anyone’s time.
Yours sincerely,
Mya Manakides
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